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1 INTRODUCTION

third-party cloud services to store and

CLOUD

process their clients’ data. If loss of data

resource utilization by multiplexing the

occurs due to an outage, the customer’s

same physical resource among several

business gets affected. Therefore, the major

tenants. Customer does not have to manage

challenge for a customer is to select an

and maintain servers, and in turn, uses the

appropriate service provider to ensure

resources of cloud provider as services, and

guaranteed service quality. To support

is charged according to pay-as-you-use

customers in reliably identifying ideal

model. Similar to other on-line distributed

service provider, this work proposes a

systems, like e-commerce, p2p networks,

framework,

combines

product reviews, and discussion forums, a

trustworthiness and competence to estimate

cloud provides its services over the Internet.
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Among

several

issues

that

prevented

(SLA), is of prime importance. Data loss

companies from moving their business onto

owing

public clouds, security is a major one. Some

malicious intent can never be replaced by

of the security concerns, specific to cloud

service credits. In the present work, we

environment are: multi-tenancy, lack of

focus on selection of a trustworthy and

customer’s control over their data and

competent service provider for business

application

outsourcing. In 2010-11, a series of cloud

,

lack

of

assurances

violations for SLA guarantees

and

, non-

to

outages1,2

provider’s

have

been

incompetence

reported

or

which

transparency with respect to security profiles

include commercial service providers viz.

of remote datacenter locations, , and so on.

Amazon EC2, Google Mail, Yahoo Mail,

Recent

computation,

Heroku, Sony, and so on. In most cases, it

storage, service-oriented architecture, and

has been observed that the failover time is

network access have facilitated rapid growth

quite long and customers’ businesses were

in cloud marketplace. For any service, a

hugely affected owing to lack of recovery

cloud customer may have multiple service

strategy on vendor side. Moreover, in some

providers to choose from. Major challenge

instances,

lies in selecting an “ideal” service provider

intimated about the outage by providers.

among them. By the term ideal, we imply

Cloud providers may use the high-quality

that a service provider is trustworthy as well

first-replication (HQFR) strategy proposed

as competent. Selection of an ideal service

in [4] to model their recovery mechanism. In

provider is non-trivial because a customer

this work, authors propose algorithms to

uses third-party cloud services to serve its

minimize replication cost and the number of

clients

efficient

QoS-violated data replicas. It is desirable

manner. In such a scenario, from the cloud

from customer’s point-of-view to avoid such

customer’s perspective, persisting to a

loss, rather than getting guarantees of

guaranteed level of service, as negotiated

service credits following a cloud outage.

through establishing service level agreement

Avoidance of data loss requires reliable

2
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identification of competent service provider.

interaction risk. Establish a relationship

As customer does not have control over its

among

data deployed in cloud, there is a need to

trustworthiness and competence of service

estimate risk prior to outsourcing any

provider. Propose a mechanism by which

business onto a cloud. This motivated us to

trustworthiness of service provider may be

propose a risk estimation scheme which

estimated Propose a mechanism by which

makes a quantitative assessment of risk

transparency of any provider’s SLA may be

involved while interacting with a given

computed.

service provider. To the best of our

competence results generated by SelCSP

knowledge, estimation of risk of interaction

and those obtained from models reported in

in cloud environment has not been addressed

literature.

in prior works in this respect, the current

insight into the behavior of the proposed risk

work is significant as it proposes a

model.

framework, SelCSP,3 which attempts to

2 SELCSP FRAMEWORK

compute risk

In this section, a framework, termed as

involved in interacting with a given cloud

SelCSP, has been proposed to facilitate

service provider (CSP). The framework

customers in selecting an ideal cloud service

estimates perceived level of interaction risk

provider for business outsourcing. Fig. 1

by

and

depicts different modules of the framework

provider.

and how these modules are functionally

Trustworthiness is computed from ratings

related. As evident in Fig. 1a, the dotted

obtained through either direct interaction or

boundary

feedback. Competence is estimated from the

framework which acts as a third-party

transparency

intermediator between customers and cloud

combining

competence

trustworthiness

of

of

cloud

SLA

guarantees.

We

perceived

Comparison

of

risk,

trust

and

Analysis of results to provide

region

summarize the contributions of this work as

service

follows: Develop a framework, called

provides

SelCSP, to compute overall perceived

customers

3

interaction

denotes

providers.

SelCSP

APIs

through

and

providers

the

SelCSP

framework
which
can

both
register
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themselves. After registering, customer can

5) SLA manager. This module manages

provide trust ratings based on interactions

SLAs from different CSPs. It takes into

with provider. Cloud provider needs to

account

submit its SLA to compute competence. At

standards and controls which are supposed

present,

to be satisfied by the SLAs.

verifying

the

correctness

of

different

submitted ratings or sanitizing the erroneous

6)

data in the framework is beyond the scope.

competence of a CSP based on the

We assume that only registered customers

information available from its SLA.

can provide referrals/feedbacks and they do

7) Competence computation. It computes

not have any malicious intents of submitting

transparency with respect to a given SLA

unfair ratings. Various modules constituting

and hence evaluates the competence of the

the framework are as follows:

CSP.

1) Risk estimate. It estimates perceived

8) Risk computation. It computes perceived

interaction risk relevant to a customer-CSP

interaction risk relevant to a customer-CSP

interaction by combining trustworthiness

interaction.

and competence.

9) Interaction ratings. It is a data repository

2) Trust estimate. It computes trust between

where customer provides feedback/ratings

a customer- CSP pair provided direct

for CSP.

interaction has occurred between them.

The broad objective of SelCSP framework is

3)

to evaluate risk involved in interacting with

Reputation

reputation

of

estimate.
a

CSP

It

evaluates
based

Competence

recommendations/

estimate.

It

estimates

on

different cloud service providers. Risk

referrals/feedbacks from various sources and

evaluation is done by computing trust which

computes the belief a customer has on

a customer has on a particular provider and

former’s reputation.

transparency obtained from latter’s service

4) Trustworthiness computation. Function to

level agreement guarantees.

evaluate a customer’s trust on a given CSP.

4
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competence gives a measure of interaction
risk through compute: interaction risk block.

3 ESTIMATING CLOUD SERVICE
PROVIDER’S COMPETENCE
Fig. 1. SelCSP framework and module

In cloud marketplace, vendors negotiate

interactions.

service quality levels with customers by

For

clear

understanding,

high-level

means of SLA. Different vendors offer

functional overview of the framework has

different SLA structures, service offerings,

been presented in Fig. 1b. The risk estimate

performance

block receives customer request regarding

opportunities. SLA can be used to select a

estimation of interaction risk for a provider.

service provider on the basis of data

This block delegates the request to relation

protection, continuity, and cost [45]. A

risk and performance risk blocks to compute

typical SLA will contain the following [46]:

trustworthiness and competence of the

(i) a set of services which the provider will

provider, respectively. The relational risk

deliver,

block checks if the requester has previous

(ii) a complete, specific definition of each

interaction ratings with the provider. If such

service,

ratings are available, trust is calculated,

(iii) responsibilities of the provider and the

otherwise

feedback-based

computed,

both

eventually

a

levels,

is

consumer,

leading

to

(iv) a set of metrics to measure whether the
provider

performance risk is computed by evaluating

guaranteed,

the

(v) exclusion clauses,

of

provider’s

SLA

guarantees. Finally, trustworthiness and

is

offering

the

services

as

(vi) an auditing mechanism to monitor the
services,

5

negotiation

reputation

estimation of trustworthiness. In contrast,
transparency

and
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(vii) the remedies available to consumer and

assurances which are equally business

provider if the terms are not satisfied, and

critical [49].

(ix) how SLAs will change over time.

Therefore, it is essential to establish a

Service qualities which provider guarantees

standard set of parameters for cloud SLAs,

to offer through SLA are measured by some

since it reduces the perception of risk in

metrics based on which its monitoring and

outsourced services .

auditing may be done. These metrics are

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

known as SLA parameters. Each high-level

We

SLA parameter is a function of one or more

framework

key performance indicators (KPIs) [47], [48]

language and have simulated the following

which

case study to demonstrate provider selection

are

composed,

aggregated,

or

converted to form the former. A precise and

have

implemented
using

Java

the

proposed

programming

mechanism through SelCSP.

unbiased SLA helps to generate trust
relationship among customer and provider.

4.1 Case Study

However, present day cloud SLAs contain

Let us consider that at present six SaaS

vague clauses which do not convince the

cloud service providers are registered with

customers

and

SelCSP framework. The CSPs are denoted

compensations following a violation, if

as CSP1, CSP2, CSP3, CSP4, CSP5, and

occurs [2]. Majority of cloud service

CSP6 respectively. A customer X, who is

providers guarantee “availability” of service.

also registered with SelCSP, wants to

However, other than “availability” there

choose ideal service providers for business

exists

whose

outsourcing. The customer has set three

render

qualitative levels for both Importance (I) and

completeness to any SLA. This is because,

Utility (U) of a context: high (H), medium

consumers not only demand availability

(M), low (L). The values assigned to these

guarantee but also other performance related

levels are 0.95, 0.55, and 0.25 respectively.

regarding

other

inclusion

is

SLA

assurances

parameters

necessary

to

These values have been given as input to

6
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SelCSP framework. Combination of I and U

practical scenario, we find that these SLAs

produces

are customized to accommodate service

nine

different

contexts

of

interaction given as: (a) email and office

provider’s

productivity,

customer

related information available from their

relationship management, (d) collaboration,

portals are customized according to our

(e) content management, (f) document

parameters and given as input to the SelCSP

management, (g) human resources, (h) sales,

framework.

and (i) enterprise resource planning. Now, X

5 CONCLUSION

wants to determine which among the above

Cloud computing is an evolving paradigm,

six CSPs areideal for different contexts,

where new service providers are frequently

such that the former can serve its clients in a

coming into existence, offering services of

cost-effective and efficient manner. Under

similar functionality. Major challenge for a

such

SelCSP

cloud customer is to select an appropriate

framework to recommend service provider

service provider from the cloud marketplace

which is both trustworthy as well as

to support its business needs. However,

competent for a given context. SelCSP

service guarantees provided by vendors

estimates trustworthines

through SLAs contain ambiguous clauses

4.2 Validation of Competence Estimation

which makes the job of selecting an ideal

In the author has computed transparency of

provider even more difficult. As customers

six independent cloud service providers

use cloud services to process and store their

from their self-service portals and published

individual client’s data, guarantees related to

web contents. In this work, we use the same

service

information and compute transparency with

importance. For this purpose, it is imperative

respect to SLA standards recommended by

from a customer’s perspective to establish

NIST. In ideal scenario, it is desirable that

trust relationship with aprovider. Moreover,

the service providers follow SLA standards

as

recommended by NIST . However, in

businesses

(b)

situation,

7

billing,

X

(c)

requests

management

quality

customers
onto

level

are
a

policies.

is

of

outsourcing
third-party

SLA

utmost

their
cloud,
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